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DETECTION

P
ermalevel™ Single Point has been in service for 10 
years for single point fixed 24/7 monitoring. This is 
designed for up to 5 individual fire suppression cylinder 
monitoring applications. Permalevel™ Multiplex, 

however, is designed as a fixed 24/7 system to monitor anything 
from 5 to 700 cylinder level points. It is a modular system and 
each module will cater for up to 16 level points.

 
It has been designed to monitor the contents of fixed gaseous 

fire suppression systems on a 24/7 basis for FM200™, NOVEC™ 
1230, CO2, Halon 1301, FE-13™, FE-25™, NAF S 125™, NAF S 
227™, NAF-S-III™ and CEA-410.

 
Its attraction will lie principally with customers who desire 

and recognise the added safety value of 24/7 contents 
monitoring of their fire suppression system in high asset 
value/special hazard environments.

 
The Permalevel™ Multiplex is the first system worldwide that is 

capable of monitoring the liquid level of critical fire suppression 
cylinder systems on a constant basis. The unit can be easily 
installed on new systems or retrofitted to existing systems, and 
can monitor up to 16 level points simultaneously. The system has 
a remote display showing the status of each cylinder, as well as 
the ability to link to remote local alarm or indication method. It can 
also remote link the status back to any Central Monitoring Station.

 
The Permalevel Multiplex is designed to ensure that fire 

suppression systems are always fully operational and that no 
accidental discharge has occurred, which could affect the 
effectiveness of the overall fire protection system in the event that 
it is required for use. This allows a facility to have complete 
confidence that they are fully protected.

 
The Permalevel range itself was first created in 2003 when 

Coltraco Limited was commissioned to create a constant 
monitoring solution for a leading UK Nuclear facility. The company 
recently redeveloped the system for launch into production, with 
the creation of the Permalevel Single Point™, used for monitoring 
smaller systems, and the Permalevel Multiplex™, the high 
technology solution for larger systems.

 
Basic layout of the Permalevel™ Multiplex

 The Permalevel Multiplex is supplied in an industry 
standard 19-inch, 3U-high rack with a cabinet in which to 
install the rack. There are a number of dedicated modules 
within the system, including:

 POWER SUPPLY – The system is connected to a fixed 
power supply through a basic IEC connector and contains a 
universal converter, allowing it to operate on any voltage 
between 95V and 260V. This fixed power supply allows the 
unit to operate on a constant basis; back-up battery power is 
available as an option, which will keep the system running in 
the event of any power failure. 

COMMUNICATION BOARD – The Comms Board is the 
brain of the whole system, collating and transmitting the 
results received from each monitoring point, allowing the 
inspection of the results from each level point, contains the 
core controls and containing two of the alarm methods. 

MONITORING CARDS – The elements within the system 
that does the monitoring are the individual Cards. Each 
Permalevel Multiplex system can take up to 8 different cards, 
each able to monitor two different level points. These simply 
slot into the front panel and connect to the Comms Board 
and Power Supply. Each point is individually set up through 
its own controls and a local indication is given with the LEDs 
on each card.

ALARM METHODS – There are then 3 main alarm methods 
designed to alert the facility in the event of accidental 
discharge. The Installer can select which of the below to use 
with the option for any combination of the below. This variety 
offers complete certainty any discharge will be instantly 
identified to ensure the Permaevel Multiplex is doing its job.

SENSOR – Each monitoring point has its own dedicated 
sensor which connects to the particular cylinder it is 
monitoring. These are specially designed, low profile 
sensors, using Coltraco’s trusted sensor technology used 
over 20 years in our Portable Indication equipment. They 
contain a magnet for ease of application, space for adhesive 
to be used to attach the sensor to each cylinder and the 
capability for physical straps to add an additional method to 
ensure the sensors will not be accidentally removed. 

 
Connection to computers 

 Through the RS232/RS485 connector, the system can be 
controlled and inspected remotely. It interfaces with a basic 
Hyper-terminal Program or other Serial Console Program, 
and can also interface with MODBUS or other programs. 
The system also has the capability to interface with Telit 
Systems or other remote relay.

Coltraco launch the Permalevel Multiplex fire 
suppression cylinder monitoring system

Permalevel Multiplex has been designed to monitor the contents of gaseous fire 

suppression systems on a continuous basis without the need for physical presence



Could you give us a brief overview of Coltraco and your 
role within the company?

The company was started by my father, and we’ve now got 
three generations of the family within the company. My father 
worked on submarines for 27 years and then spent five years in 
the Admiralty Research Laboratories, working on sonar. He 
retired from there and a friend from the shipping industry told 
him about the problems of monitoring carbon dioxide on ships. 
At the time, the only way of monitoring CO2 was to physically 
shut down and dismantle the entire system and weighing each 
individual cylinder, or by using a radioactive source device, 
which works like an x-ray. My father set about designing a 
portable ultrasonic unit, and was the first in the world to ever do 
that. At the time it was a very complex unit to operate, and you 
had to be quite technically gifted to be able to operate it – but it 
worked. By 1987, he had got to a production-ready design, and 
by the early nineties, we’d got our first major contract customer 
with the US Navy. We fitted out 112 individual vessels with that 
unit. We had to go through a load of first article test procedures 
for drop, heat and water submersion.

So, our roots are very much grounded in ultrasonics. For us, 
that means measuring the speed of sound through liquids, air 
and solids. I always make the analogy with dolphins and 
whales on wildlife programmes. When you hear sound from 

them on a sound recorder’s microphone, you’re not actually 
hearing that sound at all – the noise the animals make is 
ultrasonic and outside of our audible range. To make it so we 
can hear it, the sound recorder has to heterodyne the sound to 
bring it back into our range of hearing. You can never just put 
your ear to the water and hear the squeaks and whistles! 
We’re doing the same sort of thing with liquids. We emit a 
signal from a trans-receiver (which receives and transmits at 
the same time), which goes through the paint coating of the 
cylinder, through the cylinder wall and into the liquid and the 
vapour. It measures the difference in the speed of sound 
between the two mediums. Today we’ve extended that to 
ultrasonics in air: My analogy here is that it’s like a bat. Bats 
navigate through the air using ultrasound to avoid crashing into 
anything, and we’re using that concept to measure and 
monitor the water-tight integrity of things like offshore platform 
compartment doors or bulk carrier hatch covers. In those two 
technologies, we’re pretty much top of our game really. Our 
product range has been evolved for different applications. We 
manufacture a range of seven different portable devices across 
two different technology strands, because we’ve realised that 
within the fire industry there are those top fire engineering and 
installation companies that we have to make sure we cater for. 
We offer the most complex capabilities in the world, right 
through to the cheapest in the world. 

Coltraco Interview: “Proud to be British, and proud 
to be making the most of British engineering talents”

Carl Hunter, Managing Director of Coltraco, speaks to International Fire Buyer about 

his company’s liquid monitoring systems and future international expansion plans
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You’ve recently introduced the Permalevel Multiplex 
monitoring system. How does this work?

This year, we’ve finalised a three-year development journey and 
just released the world’s first fixed monitoring system for 
engineered fire suppressant systems containing liquid 
suppressant agent, such as FM200, Novec 1230, CO2, FE1325, 
and so on. We were driven to do this by the offshore industry, 
who had, back in the ‘80s, experienced underfill themselves, as 
well as accidental discharge and slow seepage. We extended our 
portable technology to a fixed system, but to begin with we only 
did it on a very small scale: We had a mains-powered portable 
unit that was set about 5 or 10% below the normal liquid level 
point. That worked OK, but you couldn’t do anything with the 
data apart from physically look at the display. This led to the 
development of the Permalevel Multiplex, which allows us to 
monitor sixteen level points per module in a nineteen-inch rack 
system. Then we extended the electronic boards to give it what 
we call an RS232485 computer interface, so all the signals 
monitoring the contents could then in turn be monitored through 
a central alarm monitoring system, meaning that a computer 
operator can call up, say, cylinders 19 and 583 to check what the 
live levels actually are. 

We then realised that if we were going to add that level of 
sophistication and awareness to the system, we also needed to 
be able to record the data on a 24/7 basis; so we added quite a 
complex data logging system. We then went for some 
conventional 4-20 milliamp relays that would trigger simple 
klaxons or alarms if the level point went. On each module is a 
local display – a set of green and red LED lights – that enable a 
maintenance team to go into a room full of cylinders and see if 
any of the cylinders have issues.

During development, one of the main drivers came from 

Dubai, and in particular high-rise tower 
blocks. This was something we’d never 
worked with before, and we explored this 
as a potential area of development, as we 
were made aware that these developments 
could each hold up to 700 FM200 
cylinders. There had been a number of fires 
in some of the high-rise blocks that had 
indicated that the fire suppression systems 
didn’t have full integrity. Our aim, therefore, 
was to produce enough modules, and 
network them, so we could monitor 700 
cylinders. That’s what we’ve achieved with 
the Multiplex. It’s only designed for the very 
top-end safety operators because most 
people would say, “I’ve met my safety 
criteria by putting in a fire suppression 
system; why do I need to monitor the 
contents?” The simple answer is that we 
are giving the market the capability for 
those people that can justify the cost on the 
basis that they are aware that pressurised 
gas cylinders are prone to accidental 
discharge or slow seepage. It’s obviously a 

very niche sector of the market that we are occupying, and we 
are the only ones who are in it on the scale that we are. 

We are now operating in 104 countries across four or five 
primary market sectors, including shipping – we’re on service 
with 20% of the world’s fleet (about 9,000 ships) – and over 
5,000 fire companies, ranging from two-man-bands through to 
the biggest in the industry. Offshore oil and gas is huge for us, 
and we’re being used by all of the world’s biggest oil and gas 
companies, and installed on over 1000 offshore platforms. Finally, 
we’re used in about 500 power generating stations and electricity 
distribution companies. The electricity network generally has 
separate CO2 cylinders protecting the substations. Something we 
are always looking to develop are transferrable applications. We 
look at applications that work in the US or UK markets first, and 
then roll it out worldwide. We make no distinction between 
developing and developed markets; you may wonder how a 
developing market can accept the cost, but it’s because we’re 
only selecting companies that appreciate the value of the 
technology. Developing markets are always changing – what was 
occurring in India 20 years ago isn’t occurring today. In some 
instances, they’re operating at the same levels as the UK and 
America. We look to developed countries to establish our ideas, 
and then market them worldwide to developing nations. We aim 
to add an additional layer of protection above and beyond the 
level of minimum compliance. 

We aim ourselves at high-end, high-risk installations, such 
as oil rigs, due to the risks involved. It also helps save time 
when maintaining the system – with our equipment, a 
30-minute job now takes 30 seconds, and it can be monitored 
24/7, 365 days a year. There are some companies that, when 
talking about liquid level indication, use the name Portalevel. 
The brand name is now synonymous with their operations, 
which is a fantastic place to be at.

I think we’ve always been clear in our objectives. 

However, we lacked the resources to implement them. 
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important consideration for us is making 
sure that the fixed monitoring systems can 
be supported by an in-house maintenance 
team using the portable monitors. It’s all 
part of our plan for a mutually supporting 
system range. 

Without going into too much detail, do 
you have a strategy going forward for 
the next five years or so?

The rapid growth we’ve experienced in 
the past decade – going from making one 
product to making fourteen – has given us 
many derivatives that we can focus on. For 
example, there are other gases we can 
explore, such as LPG or other liquid gases. 

We have to maintain our industry-leading 
accuracy levels of +/-1.5mm – which 
makes a big difference.

For me, I’m interested in the corporate 
side of the business. I want to keep 
nurturing the brand, both in terms of the 
company and the products. They are 
probably the most important resource we 
have, and I want to expand into 

international regional markets. We have an aim of opening 
regional offices in Singapore, Hong Kong, Dubai and certainly 
America. That’ll take quite a heave for us, but it’s a logical 
direction to be taking. 

Would they be regional sales offices or 
manufacturing facilities?

We definitely want to keep the manufacturing in the UK. It’s 
completely untrue when people say that there are no British 
manufacturers. There is an enormous capability for engineering in 
this country, and there is enormous support that can be gained 
through a supply chain if you are prepared to finance that 
relationship. Being a British OEM is part of our story, as is having 

a Royal Navy heritage. 
That’s why we put the 
Royal Ensign on everything 
– as a direct memorial to 
my father. We’re proud to 
be British, and proud to be 
making the most of British 
engineering talents. We 
owe an enormous debt of 
gratitude, as a company, to 
British engineers across 
the world for making our 
visions a reality.

It sounds like you have a clear business plan in place, and 
have implemented it to become the undisputed market 
leader. Would this be a fair assessment?

I wish it was! I think we’ve always been clear in our 
objectives. However, we lacked the resources to implement 
them. By the time we had the resources to implement the 
business plan, the business plan had evolved. We had the 
dream of being the world’s leading OEM within our industry, 
but in terms of being able to realise that, we simply couldn’t 
afford to get on enough planes or get enough marketing 
collateral together to get our message out. We spent about 
eighteen or twenty hours a day literally writing to people and 
hoping to make those connections. The two organisations that 
really helped get us off the ground were the US Navy and the 
Royal Navy in the UK. They’re so highly safety-conscious, that 
their purchasing mass allowed us to accumulate enough 
resources to build the company to where it is today.

Were there any major obstacles that you had to 
get around when developing the Multiplex?

Many! How do we mount the sensors in a manner that they 
can’t be easily dislodged by someone walking past? Then, once 
it’s held in place, how can we guarantee a maintenance 
programme to guarantee that those sensors are working 
properly? That’s probably not so difficult in its own sense, but 
then how do we put together a maintenance programme that the 
engineers in the facility can understand and implement? One 
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We owe an enormous debt of gratitude, as a company 

to British engineers across the world for making our 

visions a reality.


